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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a new error correction strategy using cyclic
redundancy checks (CRC) for a trellis coded system in the presence
of bit stuffing. The proposed receiver is designed to simultaneously
demodulate, decode and correct the received message in the pres-
ence of bit stuffing. It is based on a Viterbi algorithm exploiting
the conditional transitions of an appropriate extended trellis. The re-
ceiver is evaluated with automatic identification system (AIS) mes-
sages constructed with a 16 bit CRC and a Gaussian Minimum Shift
Keying (GMSK) modulation. The stuffed bits are inserted after any
sequence of five consecutive bits 1 as requested by the AIS recom-
mendation. Simulation results illustrate the algorithm performance
in terms of packet error rate. A gain of more than 2.5dB is obtained
when compared to the conventional GMSK receiver.

Index Terms— AIS, CRC, trellis codes, error correction, bit-
stuffing, Viterbi decoding.

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem addressed in this paper is the demodulation of auto-
matic identification system (AIS) [1] messages received by a satel-
lite. In this context, the noise and interference levels are higher than
when received from the earth and message retransmission cannot be
requested. It is therefore necessary to develop error correction meth-
ods in order to obtain acceptable packet error rates (PER).

Cyclic redundancy checks (CRC) are widely used to detect er-
rors in data transmissions. Many strategies have been proposed to
optimize the CRC implementation. Although CRC were originally
proposed to detect errors, they can also be used for error correction.
An interesting CRC-assisted error correction method uses the dif-
ference between the received CRC and the CRC computed from the
received data as a syndrome to detect the location of the erroneous
bit [2]. This method was initially proposed to correct one error in the
received message. It was generalized to correct two erroneous bits of
a message in [3]. Keeping the syndrome idea, a correction method
for multiple bit errors was studied in [4], where the low confidence
bits are considered in priority. A correction strategy based on bit er-
ror probability was also proposed in [5]. The idea is to change the
bits with high error probability until the received and re-computed
CRC’s are equal. Finally, a correction algorithm based on convolu-
tional codes (CC) assisted by a CRC was considered in [6]. How-
ever, all of these methods fail when the data messages are subject to
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bit stuffing. This paper studies a CRC-assisted error correction in a
trellis coded (TC) system with bit stuffing. Stuffed bits are gener-
ally inserted after the CRC calculation in order to avoid confusion
between data and the end flag byte contained in each frame, or to
create additional transitions. They are used for instance in the uni-
versal serial bus (USB), high level data link control (HDLC) or X.25
systems that are useful in many applications. These applications in-
clude integrated services digital network (ISDN) and AIS. However,
the proposed approach is not restricted to these applications and can
be applied to any system subjected to CRC and bit stuffing.

The main contribution of this paper is to propose an error cor-
rection strategy using CRC for a TC system in the presence of bit
stuffing. The proposed receiver is based on the Viterbi algorithm
and is designed to simultaneously demodulate, decode and correct
the received messages. Note that the receiver described in this paper
resulted in the submission of two patents [7, 8].

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the CRC
concept and the iterative method used by the receiver for its compu-
tation. Bit stuffing principles are introduced in section 3. The pro-
posed approach and the detailed algorithm are developed in sections
4 and 5. Simulation results performed on a realistic AIS simulator
(developed by the CNES of Toulouse, France) are shown in Section
6. Conclusions are finally reported in Section 7.

2. CYCLIC REDUNDANCY CHECK

2.1. Principle

CRC is a hash function that is commonly used to detect errors in
communication data. A fixed-length binary sequence is computed
from the transmitted data and is sent jointly with the information
bits for protection issues. The receiver computes the CRC with the
received data and compares it with the CRC computed with the orig-
inal data. If both CRC’s are not identical, one or more errors are
present in the transmitted data. An n-bit CRC applied to data of ar-
bitrary length can detect any single error burst no longer than n bits
and can detect a fraction equal to 1− 2−n of longer error bursts.

2.2. CRC Computation

The CRC is computed using a polynomial division. More precisely,
a polynomial is formed from the data and is divided by a standard-
ized polynomial called generator polynomial, whose degree equals
the length of the CRC plus one. The generator polynomial is selected
in order to maximize the error detection capabilities, while minimiz-
ing overall collision probabilities. After dividing (modulo two) the



polynomial associated to the data by the generator polynomial, the
quotient of the division is discarded while the remainder (whose de-
gree cannot exceed the degree of the generator polynomial minus
one) defines the CRC. Note that zeros are generally added before the
remainder to obtain a CRC with fixed length. Finally, it is interesting
to mention that the calculation of the modulo of two polynomials can
be performed iteratively by initializing the CRC to a standard value
and by applying the operations depicted in Fig. 1 to each data bit.
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Fig. 1. Example of iterative CRC computation with the generator
polynomial G(x) = x16 + x12 + x5 + 1. ⊕ represent XOR and are
placed according to the generator polynomial. The numbered boxes
contain the derived CRC bits.

2.3. Error detection

To detect errors in data transmission, it is possible to compute the
CRC of the received data and to compare it with the transmitted
CRC. However, a simpler error detection method is commonly used
in hardware implementations. More precisely, when the CRC is
transmitted after the data message, the receiver can compute a joint
CRC by dividing the data and CRC by a generator polynomial. When
there is no error in the received data, the resulting joint CRC equals
zero when the received CRC is correct, i.e.,

CRC([Data,CRC(Data)]) = 0. (1)

3. BIT STUFFING

In data transmission, some non-informative bits can be inserted into
the data of interest. These “stuffed bits” can be used for run length
limited coding to limit the number of consecutive bits of the same
value in order to create additional signal transitions. These addi-
tional transitions are inserted to re-synchronize the receiver clock or
to avoid specific code words. For instance, the HDLC data transmis-
sion protocol uses bit stuffing to avoid the presence of the end frame
flag byte (composed of two bits 0 on each side of six consecutive bits
1) in the data. The HDLC bit stuffing is called zero-bit insertion be-
cause it inserts an artificial 0 after any sequence of five consecutive
bits 1 to ensure that the end frame flag byte never appears in payload
data, as shown in Fig. 2. In this paper, it is assumed that the stuffed
bit is always a 0 bit, as specified for HDLC and AIS. Note that the
proposed method could be easily generalized to the case of any bit
stuffing type.
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Fig. 2. Principle of bit stuffing in HDLC: a bit 0 bit is inserted after
each sequence of five consecutive bits 1.

4. PROPOSED RECEIVER

4.1. General principle

The standard Viterbi algorithm minimizes the square Euclidean dis-
tance between the received samples and the estimated symbols de-
fined as

d2 =

K∑
k=1

Ns∑
l=1

|rk(l)−mk(l)|2 (2)

where K, Ns, rk and mk are the number of received symbols, the
number of samples per symbol, the kth received symbol and the kth
estimated symbol, respectively.

The proposed algorithm is based on a constrained maximum
likelihood estimation minimizing the square Euclidean distance de-
fined in (2) subjected to two constraints: 1) the number of consec-
utive ones is upper bounded by a maximum value P specified by
the AIS standard, 2) the CRC satisfies (1). In order to satisfy these
constraints, the proposed receiver is based on a trellis composed of
extended states formed by a CRC state and a TC state. The trellis
is designed so that all paths ending with a final state give a message
whose joint CRC is zero, according to (1) (note that the paths corre-
sponding to a non zero CRC do not appear in the trellis). Moreover,
the stuffed bits are taken into account by considering special transi-
tions in the extended trellis.

4.2. Trellis construction

The CRC computation can be performed iteratively, as described in
section 2.2. It is therefore possible to initialize the CRC with bits
1 or bits 0, depending on the standard CRC used, and update it for
each received bit. The intermediate CRC calculations can be seen as
states in a trellis. These CRC states are interconnected by transitions
linking a CRC state to a new CRC state obtained after updating the
previous CRC with one bit and the method shown in Fig. 1.

The trellis proposed in our algorithm consists of extended states
composed of a CRC state and a TC state. For example, if the TC state
α is followed by a TC state β (resp. TC state γ) when the bit 0 (resp.
the bit 1) is transmitted and a CRC state A is followed by the CRC
state B (resp. C) when the bit 0 (resp. the bit 1) is transmitted, then
the extended state (A;α) is followed by the extended state (B;β) in
the transmission of the bit 0 (resp. the extended state (C; γ) in the
transmission of the bit 1). In (3), the integer k refers to the number
of the received symbol.

CRC state TC state Extended state
k k + 1

A
0−→ B

A
1−→ C

&

k k + 1

α
0−→ β

α
1−→ γ

⇒
k k + 1

(A;α)
0−→ (B;β)

(A;α)
1−→ (C; γ)

(3)

As in the Viterbi algorithm, for the received symbol k, the dis-
tance Γ[k, (A;α)] is defined as the distance between the received
signal and the sequence of k symbols coming to the extended state
(A;α) at time k. Moreover, R[k, (A;α)] denotes the last bit re-
ceived leading to the extended state (A;α). Finally, the transition
variable Γtrans[k, (A;α), t] is defined as the sum of Γ[k, (A;α)] and
the distance between the received symbol at time k+ 1 and the sym-
bol coming from the extended state (A;α) containing the bit t.

4.3. Modified Viterbi algorithm for bit stuffing

To consider the presence of bit stuffing, we propose to introduce spe-
cial transitions in the extended trellis (i.e., the trellis formed by the



extended states). These transitions are used when a stuffed bit is re-
ceived, and are defined in order to take into account the stuffed bit for
the TC state evolution, while the CRC state remains the same. Note
that the CRC state should not change when a stuffed bit is received
since the CRC is computed before the bit stuffing. The different tran-
sitions are illustrated in (4) where the “bit” SB represents a stuffed
bit 0, since one considers in this paper only zero-bit insertion.

CRC state TC state Extended state
k k + 1

A
0−→ B

A
1−→ C

A
SB−→ A

&

k k + 1

α
0−→ β

α
1−→ γ

α
SB−→ β

⇒

k k + 1

(A;α)
0−→ (B;β)

(A;α)
1−→ (C; γ)

(A;α)
SB−→ (A;β)

(4)

SB transitions are only used when a stuffed bit is received. To
know if such a bit is received, a state variable P [k, (A;α)] is at-
tached to each state. This variable indicates the number of consecu-
tive bits 1 received before reaching the extended state (A;α) at time
k. If this variable is equal to a given maximum value P (P is set to 5
for HDLC or AIS, corresponding to the zero-bit insertion illustrated
in Fig. 2), a stuffed bit is detected and the only possible transition
from (A;α) is the special transition (A;α) SB

−→ (A;β). After this
special transition, P [k + 1, (A;β)] takes the value 0 since the re-
ceived bit is in this case the stuffed bit, equal to 0. This procedure
is exemplified in (5), where 6−→ represents an impossible transition
(an information bit cannot be a “bit” SB, and a stuffed bit can only
be a “bit” SB). In this case, an infinite distance is assigned to an
impossible transition.

Information bit Stuffed bit
k k + 1

(A;α)
P=3

0−→ (B;β)
P=0

(A;α)
P=3

1−→ (C; γ)
P=4

(A;α)
P=3

6SB−→ (A;β)

k k + 1

(A;α)
P=5

60−→ (B;β)

(A;α)
P=5

61−→ (C; γ)

(A;α)
P=5

SB−→ (A;β)
P=0

(5)

In addition to the variable P , another state variable S[k, (A;α)]
is associated to each state and represents the number of stuffed bits
received before reaching the state. It allows one to know the number
of informative bits in the received frame. Similarly to the definition
of Γtrans[k, (A;α), t], the transition variables Ptrans[k, (A;α), t] and
Strans[k, (A;α), t] are attached to each transition and represent the
evolution of the state variables P and S when the bit t has been
received (note that t can take the values 0, 1 or SB).

4.4. Final state decision

To choose the path in the trellis, it is important to know its final
state. According to (1) the final CRC state must be 0. However,
the final TC state θfTC is unknown. Moreover, due to the possible
presence of stuffed bits, the number of actual received symbols K
in the message is also unknown. The estimated values K̂ and θ̂fTC

are defined as the values of K and θfTC which jointly minimize the
distance Γ[K, (0;θfTC)] for any possible value ofK and any value of
the final TC state θfTC, i.e.,(

K̂, θ̂fTC

)
= arg min

K,θ
f
TC

Γ[K, (0;θfTC)] (6)

subject to

Smin ≤ S[K, (0;θfTC)] ≤ Smax

Nmin ≤ K − S[K, (0;θfTC)] ≤ Nmax,
(7)

where the bounds Nmin and Nmax are defined as the minimum and
the maximum number of information bits, and Smin and Smax are
defined as the minimum and the maximum number of stuffed bits.
These bounds are specified by the application standard (e.g.,Nmin =
Nmax = 184, Smin = 0 and Smax = 4 in the AIS). θfTC can take any
value of the TC state, and K can take any value between the lower
and upper boundsKmin = Nmin+Smin andKmax = Nmax+Smax,
defined as the minimum and the maximum number of received bits,
respectively. The constraints (7) ensure that the number of informa-
tion bits and stuffed bits are in agreement with their minimum and
maximum specified by the standard application.

5. OPERATIONAL DETAILS

This section summarizes the different steps of the proposed algo-
rithm.

• Initialization: Denote as (A0;α0) the initial state of the trel-
lis. A0 is initialized according to the application standard.
For instance, since AIS uses a CRC-16, A0 is initialized to
216 − 1. When α0 is unknown, all values of the distances
Γ[0, (A0;α0)] are set to 0. When α0 = α∗0 is known, one
simply sets Γ[0, (A0;α∗0)] = 0.

• Computation of transition variables: When a P state vari-
able equalsP , the next transition can only be an SB transition.
In order to avoid impossible transitions, Γtrans[k, (A;α), t] is
set to ∞ for t = 0 and t = 1 where k is the current sym-
bol number and (A;α) is the considered state. Moreover,
Γtrans[k, (A;α), SB ] is set to Γ[k, (A;α)] plus the distance
between the current received symbol and the symbol carrying
an SB. Conversely, when the P state variable does not equal
P , Γtrans[k, (A;α), t] is adjusted as in the classical Viterbi al-
gorithm for t = 0, 1 and is set to∞ for t = SB. Moreover,
Ptrans[k, (A;α), t] is set to 0 for t = 0 and t = SB, and is set
to P [k, (A;α)] + 1 for t = 1. Finally, Strans[k, (A;α), t] is
set to S[k, (A;α)] for t = 0, 1, and to S[k, (A;α)] + 1 for
t = SB.

• Computation of state variables: The selected transition lead-
ing to a state is the one with minimal Γtrans among those who
can precede this state. The state variables Γ, P and S are set
to the values of the variables Γtrans, Ptrans and Strans of the se-
lected transition whereas the state variable R is set to the bit
carried by the selected transition.

• Path reading: The resulting sequence is read by following
the path through the trellis starting from the final state. The
previous states are selected by reading the last received bit in
the state variable R of each state.

6. SIMULATIONS
 

CRC Bit Stuffing NRZI GMSK 168 info. bits 

Fig. 3. Example of transmitter model used for simulations.

This section presents some simulation results obtained for the AIS
whose transmitter model is illustrated in Fig. 3. The data messages
have a fixed length of 168 bits to which the CRC-16 is concatenated.
After inserting stuffed bits, the frame is encoded with Non Return to
Zero Inverted (NRZI) and modulated in GMSK with bandwidth-bit-
time (BT ) product parameter of 0.4 and truncation value of 3 (note
that these parameters are known by the receiver). These simulations
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Fig. 4. Proposed receiver compared with the conventional GMSK
receiver in Packet Error Rate.
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Fig. 5. Proposed receiver compared with the conventional GMSK
receiver in Bit Error Rate.

assume a perfect demodulation with ideal carrier and timing recov-
eries. In this system model, NRZI coding and GMSK modulation
constitute the TC. The generator polynomial for CRC computation
is G(x) = x16 + x12 + x5 + 1 (specified by the AIS recommenda-
tion) and an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel is used
as in satellite communications. Note that the methods [2]–[6] men-
tioned in the introduction cannot be applied in the presence of bit
stuffing. Thus, our receiver cannot be compared to those methods.
Instead, we consider a receiver based on an conventional coherent
GMSK demodulator based on the Viterbi algorithm. NRZI decod-
ing is performed as follows: two consecutive identical bits give a bit
1 and two consecutive different bits give a bit 0. Moreover, the bits
following a sequence of five bits 1 are deleted in order to remove the
stuffed bits.

Fig. 4 shows a gain of more than 2.5dB when compared to the
reference receiver for a target PER of 0.1. This gain is even better
when the target PER decreases. The results depicted in Fig. 5 show
that the proposed receiver also outperforms the conventional GMSK
receiver in terms of bit error rate (BER).

It is known that the BER corresponding to erroneous packets
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Fig. 6. Proposed receiver compared with the conventional GMSK
receiver in Bit Error Rate in erroneous packets.

denoted as EBER can be determined using the following relation

EBER =
BER
PER

. (8)

As shown in Fig. 6, the EBER is much higher for the proposed re-
ceiver than for the conventional GMSK receiver. This allows the
use of data consistency methods to determine if a message contains
errors.

7. CONCLUSION

This paper studied a new error correction strategy using cyclic redun-
dancy checks (CRC) for a trellis coded system in the presence of bit
stuffing. This correction system allows all the redundancies present
in each message to be considered. A new type of error correction
method was also introduced to compensate bit stuffing that was in-
cluded between CRC computation and trellis coding. Simulation
results illustrated the algorithm performance in terms of packet error
rate. A gain of more than 2.5dB was obtained when compared to
the conventional GMSK receiver for a packet error rate PER = 0.1.
The extension of the proposed approach to the multi-user case is cur-
rently under investigation.
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